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Two lives. One great love. Tested by a frightening wilderness.Weaving a tapestry of history,

romance, and adventure, Dorothy Wiley&apos;s epic novel sweeps us into an awe-inspiring,

heart-stopping story of love and survival in an emerging America. It is spring 1797. Dreaming of

building a better life, Stephen and Jane Wyllie set out across the American frontier in search of a

place to call home in a land of savagebeauty. With undaunted courage and boundless daring,

Stephen, along with his five brothers, bravely plunge toward a wilderness full of terror. But this

formidable thousand-mile journey threatens everything Stephen and Jane care about. His courage

is undaunted, her passion is deep, but the wilderness is full of terror. Stephen is a hero who

won&apos;t back down, but will his dream cost him what he values most--Jane&apos;s love?Â This

riveting tale by Readers&apos; Favorite Gold Medal winning historical romance author Dorothy

Wiley brings readers along on a heroic and breathtaking quest for land across a thousand perilous

miles to the Kentucky wilderness--a new world for the brave. Stephen wants only one thing more

than land--to keep his wife Jane and their young daughters safe. But he needs land to make a

better future for his family, and the frontier lies open to settlement in the new state of Kentucky. The

decision to go is not an easy one, and Stephen carefully weighs the risks before undertaking what

he knows will be a dangerous journey.Â A robust blend of adventure and action, heartache and

humor, with romance and passion, WILDERNESS TRAIL OF LOVE is the first book in author

Dorothy Wiley&apos;s award-winning American Wilderness Series Romances. Like her other five

novels in the series, set in what was then America&apos;s West, this inspiring tale captivates

readers by balancing the hardships of the frontier with amusing, romantic, and vivid characters that

come to life on every page.Â Wiley&apos;s American Wilderness Series Romances--epic love

stories of the frontier--will captivate readers of westerns, historicals, and romance. Spell-bound by

horrific events and heinous villains, readers of westerns fear for her valiant characters, the brave

first-wave settlers of the untamed West. And charmed by the beauty of Wiley&apos;s love stories,

romance lovers cheer for her endearing heroes and heroines. But all readers appreciate

Wiley&apos;s ability to take them on a thrilling journey.With her singular voice, passionate narrative,

and thrilling plots, Wiley has written an enthralling, romantic, and timeless western series.Â 
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Wow! What a great read! I got this book on kindle unlimited, and couldn't put it down.I just finished

the second book, it was equally as good. Following a family going a thousandmiles in a covered

wagon. Their courage and love of family keeps them going.They survive many hardships, and

adventures along the way. I was drawn into this bookand actually felt as though I was riding in the

wagon with them. A beautiful story.I can hardly wait to read the next book! If you want a great

adventure, read this book.

Romance is not my genre of choice. In fact, this is the first one I've ever read (and that only at my

wife's insistence) and I didn't expect to get through it. Fact is, Wiley has written such a good story

that it held my interest in spite of the romance stuff. Finished it in two sittings!

Set in 1797, this romantic adventure takes the reader on a thrilling journey into the â€œbrave new

worldâ€• of the early American pioneers. Stephen Wylie has a thirst for land, and his search for his

dream lifestyle means uprooting his wife and children from their home in New Hampshire, to travel

into the wilderness of Kentucky. Their journey is fraught with danger and Stephen and his lovely

wife, Jane, must face untold difficulties and heartbreak as they trek along the pioneer trail. However,

it is their overriding passion for each other which holds the family together and which forms the

basis of the story.The book is professionally finished to a very high standard, and the light and easy



style of writing compliments an engaging storyline. There is good attention to detail and the

historical setting appears appropriate for time and place. I knew very little about the early American

pioneers, but the author writes with authority about a period of history with which she is familiar, and

this certainly helps to make the story an enjoyable and worthwhile read. The introduction of other

major characters lends itself very nicely to a continuation of the story in further books, which I am

sure will expand and develop the story of the Wylie family as they settle into the unfamiliar territory

of a new lifestyle.The romantic and sensual cover art depicts accurately that this story is primarily a

romantic read; however, there are enough thrills and spills in the narrative to satisfy those readers

who also like historical adventure. I have no hesitation in recommending Wilderness Trail of Love as

an enjoyable and exciting romantic adventure.Reviewed for the Historical Novel Society Indie

Reviews

I have read two books so far in Dorothy Wiley's Wilderness series and they are both excellent. I love

the blend of history, romance, adventure, and Christian values. The characters are well developed

as is the plot. Most enjoyable reading! I plan to read the rest of this series, and soon!

I found it hard to put the book down; it was riveting! Ms. Wiley made the characters real most to love

and respect and some to hate and cheer when they met their demise. I'm from New Hampshire so I

enjoyed her description of what it was like living there so very many years ago. I'm hoping for a

sequel as I want to know what happens to all to the characters after they finally find their home.

So many Historical Romances gloss over the trials and pitfalls people would have faced. However,

Dorothy Wilder does an amazing job of including the real struggles of traveling in the 1700's, real

historical figures, and a strong Christian Faith with her beautiful romance!

This book is a quick read. This novel is a American frontier romance that chronicles the driving

desire behind why settlers journeyed westwardâ€”ownership of land. Wiley does a superb job with

this set of characters. Each in their way is a strong character capturing the pioneer spirit. Together

they make this tale very believable as a possibility of what would have transpired as families faced

the hazards (threats from weather, illness, wild animals, Indians, and other unsavory characters) of

this thousand mile journey.

Stephen and Jane's story. In the late 1700's Stephen has a dream to go west to Kentucky for better



land and adventure. Jane loves her little home with their four beautiful daughters. She is fearful to

leave the comfort of her surroundings, even after a horrible thing happens to her and her family.

Danger could be anywhere, places you know or new frontiers. Do they have the courage, trust and

love to survive anywhere they live?The tension in this story is so real and on every page. The

surprises, heartache and the strong emotions of fear and love are so real they have you holding

your seat and grabbing for a tissue.This is the first time I have read this author's writings and it will

not be my last.I highly recommend this book to all readers who like adventure, action and romance

with lots of tension throughout.Looking forward to reading the next book in this series. ( New

Frontier Love)
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